
An additional service for your consideration: 
Supplemental  1-to-1  A.C.T. Tutoring 
If your Composite Score is not severely out of whack with your G.P.A. (see G.P.A. 
vs. A.C.T. / P.S.A.T. scores on website) – i.e., you only need a point or two– then 
you should simply register for a LIVE classroom A.C.T. SuperCourse or take the 
A.C.T. SuperCourse by DVD.  If, however, your Composite is not commensurate 
with your G.P.A. – i.e., 3 or more points too low – or one of your E,M,R,S sub 
scores is dragging down your composite then you should consider private 1-to-1 
tutoring in addition to participating in the LIVE or DVD SuperCourse.  Tutoring 
may also be needed if a student’s score is “stuck” despite additional preparation 
between successive tests. 

Whether this supplemental instruction takes place before, during, and/or after 
the student takes the A.C.T. SuperCourse depends on the needs of the student.  
This instruction is not redundant of what the student learns during the 
SuperCourse.  The emphasis is on content as opposed to the basic test-taking 
strategies which are taught during the SuperCourse.  Different or advanced 
strategies will be taught as necessary.  Materials include The Official Act Prep 
Guide (which is the included SuperCourse textbook) as well as other materials as 
necessary (which may require purchase). 

Content instruction is available in: 

1. English proofreading and editing (initial sessions $8.00/passage) 
2. Math problem solving (initial sessions $20.00/math test) 
3. Reading rate and comprehension (initial sessions $10.00/passage) 
4. Science experiment analysis (initial sessions $5.00/passage) 
5. Writing prompt evaluation  

Instruction is in person or virtual (only if necessary).  Current pricing is $1.00 per 
minute of “LIVE face time instruction” plus materials.  There is no minute charge 
while the student is completing a practice exercise.  A stopwatch is used to keep 
track of time.  A minimum charge may apply.  Your instructor will be Mr. Diciccio.  
He can be reached by calling 330-755-2710 or texting 330-727-9166. 
Please note: Supplemental 1-to-1 A.C.T. Tutoring from Mr. Diciccio is exclusively 
for former, present, or near future A.C.T. SuperCourse students. 
 


